
  

Panel: Business Management 

Tommy Griffiths: Hi, and welcome to the voices.com Voices of the Industry panel. Today we're 
talking about Business Management, and I'm your moderator Tommy Griffiths. 
This is all part of an initiative to contribute market insights and an open 
discussion with the public on how easy or difficult it might be to ramp up a 
voice-over business. You'll hear various perspectives from many professionals 
in the industry, people you've heard of, people you may not have heard of but 
they all have unique insights and they all are definitely professionals and know 
their stuff.  

 For this panel our topic of discussion will be How to Best Manage a Voice Over 
Business, discussed by five successful business owners. We'll talk about how to 
generate business, customer service philosophies, marketing tips, tech and 
studio advice and just about everything that goes into starting up a voice over 
businesses. There's a lot to it so let's get to right it now.  

 The intention, of course, is to share as much as we can in this one hour.  

 Again, I'm Tommy Griffiths. I am your moderator. I've been a voice over artist for 
… since 1981. Since I was 17 years old I started, and been in it ever since. Every 
pay cheque I've ever brought in my entire life was from doing voice over. I'm still 
in that, I'm still coaching, producing demos. I'm also a voice tracker for various 
radio stations across the country here in the Washington, DC area, and also 
home recording home studio consultant. Home studio consultant. I'm partnering 
with AMS, American Musical Supply. I'll tell you a little bit about that later.  

 But let's get into talking to our panel and meeting our guests.  

 Debi Derryberry.  

Debi Derryberry: Hi.  

Tommy Griffiths: I know a lot of people have heard Debbi's voice. Debbi, let's see if p-people can 
figure it out. Go ahead and just tell us a little bit about yourself and we'll see if 
our listeners and viewers can tell who you are. You can tell by the - there's a hint 
in the background. There's a poster.  



Debi Derryberry: Well, first I'm going to come in on my hovercraft and talk to my dog, Goddard.  

Tommy Griffiths: Debi is a voice talent coach and author, and tell us more about the work you've 
done including Jimmy Neutron.  

Debi Derryberry: I've been in voice over for the last 30 years, and I've always been an actress but 
most of my work has been in the voice over field and mostly talking like a baby, 
a kid, a dog, a cat, and I don't know how I got into coaching, but it sort of 
happened, and now I coach all the time and I help people with their demos, 
commercial and animation, and I'm in Los Angeles so I'm running all over to 
studios all the time. I live right where the studios are. And I just finished my first 
book, Voice Over 101: How to Succeed as a Voice Actor.  

 And that's me. I've been on - I'm on F is for Family, the new Netflix show with Bill 
Burr and Laura Dern, I am the voice of the first G-rated game that comes with 
Oculus Rift, like Mario came with whatever platform that was on. Lucky's Tale is 
the one that comes with the new virtual reality Oculus Rift game so I'm lucky. 
Another one of those jobs where I never say a word, I just jump and play like a 
kid. I've looped hundreds of movies, including Toy Story and Monsters Inc., 
Racquet Ralph, and those are what I do.  

Tommy Griffiths: You know your stuff for sure.  

Debi Derryberry: Yeah.  

Tommy Griffiths: Well, we'll talk more with Debi.  

 Bryant Falk, welcome Bryant, he's owner and producer at Abacus Entertainment. 
Tell us a little bit about your background, Bryant.  

Bryant Falk: Hello everybody. This is Bryant. How are you? I'm a little different, I guess, than 
the usual gang we've got here. I'm coming in from a marketing business 
perspective. I've owned a recording studio in Manhattan since, gosh, 1992. And 
sold my first studio to Madacy Entertainment, which they then got bought by 
SFX Entertainment, and have been doing voice over recording and production 
work, both on the corporate side and commercial side since day one.  

 I got into the business as a lead singer in a band, because I was so disappointed 
in the engineers at the studios. I was, like, oh my gosh, I've got to do better than 
this. So that's how it kind of started. That's kind of how it rolled up. And then I've 
been here ever since. I'm right in 45th Street, 9th Avenue, Manhattan, you know, 
Hell's Kitchen. I love it.  

Tommy Griffiths: Executive. We look forward to talking to you, Bryant.  

 Mindy Williamson -  



Mindy Williamson: Hi.  

Tommy Griffiths: - a voice talent teacher. Mindy, welcome and thanks for being part of the panel 
here. Tell us a little bit about yourself as a voice talent and teacher.  

Mindy Williamson: As a - I'm also a little bit different in that I started out as a radio announcer and 
a reporter, and I've been doing voice over for about 20 years, but as a business 
only for about two years now. On - and I love it. I started it because it was a 
great supplementation to my teaching. I teach announcing and broadcast 
journalism, news casting, a voice development course at Fanshawe, here in 
London, Ontario, Canada. And it just fit well. And I like to travel, so doing this 
sort of allows me to be a little bit more portable. So it's a great life.  

Tommy Griffiths: Excellent. The portable Mindy Williamson.  

 Jordan Wiberg has been a voice artist for over six years now, also in Canada, 
near Vancouver, is that right, Jordan?  

Jordan Wiberg: That's right, yeah.  

Tommy Griffiths: Tell us a little bit about your background.  

Jordan Wiberg: Well, my background, my education is in studio engineering, so I got to hang out 
on a daily basis for about four years with some world class voice over artists 
and when I went freelance as an engineer I kind of fell into doing voice over stuff 
and I've really been enjoying it for the past six years. And I also do demos and I 
still do a little bit of post-production work and - yeah, I'm just about four and a 
half hours east of Vancouver up here in Canada.  

Tommy Griffiths: Beautiful area.  

Jordan Wiberg: Yeah.  

Tommy Griffiths: And last but not lease, Kim Handysides, also a voice talent and coach. Kim, you 
started in theatre and then it just sort of took over from there into the voice over 
world. Tell us about that.  

Kim Handysides: From the time I was about 11 years old I wanted to be a Shakespearian actress, 
and then I found out how much they make and I decided I'd go into radio or 
television instead. But I kept the theatre training and worked for some pretty - 
cable and national and had a lot of fun as a DJ, a club DJ actually. But what I 
really kept coming back to through film, through theatre, through television was 
voice. I just loved the … the purity, really, of acting with your voice. And I still do 
a whole bunch of other things, I just most recently started doing stand-up 
comedy. Which is a lot of -  



Tommy Griffiths: Awesome.  

Kim Handysides:  Yeah, but … for the last 30 years it's been primarily voice and I have started 
coaching, and I'm really, really pleased to about a year and a half ago have put in 
my own home studio and started recording and working remotely, and I just love 
it. It's just opened the whole world up and - yeah. Having fun.  

Tommy Griffiths: Executive. One more thing I can tell you about each member of the panel, none 
of us are wearing pants, so if you look - from the waist up, that's all you're going 
to see. 

 So let's begin, we've welcomed everybody. The way this will work is I'm just 
going to ask questions, very simply, to kick off the conversation, and we will 
move through the conversation together. Speak up if you'd like to say 
something. I'll call you by name specifically.  

 And if you're sharing or commenting online feel free to use the hashtag: 
#voicesoftheindustry. And make any comment you like. Are we ready? Let's get 
started.  

 Let's do this very quickly. One by one and we sort of just did this now, but in just 
a few words - and we can start with, we'll start with Debi and work our way 
through - tell us how you got into the business.  

Debi Derryberry: I started as a jingle singer in Nashville after not going to med school and ended 
up getting hired to talk like a baby, and move back to Los Angeles and signed 
with a voice agent, always having been an on-camera and theatre actor. And 
then, that was, you know, 30 years ago and I've been doing voice over ever since, 
starting in animation, but I do do commercial and some on-camera as well. It's 
an amazing business. I'm fortunate.  

Tommy Griffiths: And Bryant Falk, you started to tell us a little bit about your musical career. You 
started with a band, and then went off into voice over.  

Bryant Falk: Yeah, well the way it all starts is, well I had finished by bachelor's at Hofstra. 
And - bachelor's in business and marketing. Had a band right after that and used 
to play in the whole tristate area. Went from there into - because of the 
recording, when it's a studio recording - partnered with someone at the studio 
and then from there it just kept moving. The nice thing I love about a studio is 
there's so many different things that can happen here. So I've got voice over 
recording for commercials, or voice over recording for animation work and ADR 
comes in for film projects, and I think that's one of the funnest parts of this 
business is you get something different every - almost every day, every week. I 
mean, even now I'm working on a newsreel for someone, and it's just so 
refreshing that way.  



 I've been in other more tedious kind of jobs and it can be a little repetitive so I 
really enjoy - definitely enjoy the studio world.  

Tommy Griffiths: I don't think people realize how many different types of voice over formats there 
are. We think, typically, of TV and radio, of course. Cartoons.  

Bryant Falk: That's funny because -  

Tommy Griffiths: But people don't think of things like museum exhibits and -  

Bryant Falk: Exactly.  

Tommy Griffiths: - other things that are out there.  

Bryant Falk: Exactly. Yeah, there's so much. I mean I even did a project for Walmart, and it 
was a non-broadcast. They had just gone organic on all their cotton, and they 
wanted in-store promotion for all their organic materials. None of it was 
broadcast, it just stayed within the Walmart chain. And people don't think that 
way.  

 One of the big things I push with my students, because I do teach voice over as 
well, in the business side is really opening your mind to all the different 
possibilities of voice over and where it sits, because it really sits everywhere, if 
you really look just a little closer.  

Tommy Griffiths: Exactly. And Jordan Wiberg, before you got into voice over you were a studio 
engineer. What was the tipping point for you that pushed you into voice over 
fulltime?  

Jordan Wiberg: The tipping point for me was the four years I was recording all these voice 
talents I thought, you know what? I think I could probably do all right at this. 
And so I was able to pick up on, you know, how they would read a certain script, 
if it's dramatic or if it's natural, if it's conational, if it's promo, all that kind of 
stuff.  

 So when I went freelance as an engineer I was mixing in sound, designing some 
commercials for West Jet airlines up here in Canada, and we had to find a new 
voice talent, so I was going to call a few people that I knew and someone at 
West Jet just said, well why don't you voice them while you're mixing and sound 
designing them? And, you know, knowing what voice talents make compared to 
what studio engineers make, I thought this is a pretty good opportunity. So I 
jumped at the chance, and I replaced the old VO in the three past commercials 
with my own voice, and West Jet kind of hummed and hawed about it for about 
a month and they decided to make me their brand voice. So I thought, if West 
Jet's willing to make me their brand voice, a big company up here in Canada, 
maybe a few other people would. 



 So after that I joined voices.com and have been building my own little studios 
wherever I've been living in my house so I can work remotely and yeah. That's 
kind of where I'm at now.  

Tommy Griffiths: Very good. And Kim Handysides, going from Shakespeare to voice over, I'm sure 
you probably didn't find a whole lot of Shakespearian things to do in voice over 
and commercial work especially. But what was the first job that you got that 
made you think, this is what I'm doing?  

Kim Handysides: It was actually - when I was working in radio and TV we did, you know, for liner 
notes we did - part of the job of being a DJ at the local radio station, and I was in 
a major market in Montreal, was reading the commercials. And I just loved it. I 
just loved it. And I got my first gig, I think it was a yoghurt commercial. Yeah, it 
was a yoghurt commercial. And I went outside of the radio station, I was at a 
studio, and I just - the thrill of being able to nail something and feel good and - 
you know, I've always thought of when we do - like people kind of go, oh, a retail 
commercial. No, it's not. You're doing something wonderful for someone. You're 
introducing them to something that will become a part of their life. So there's a - 
there's an importance to it.  

 Different from Shakespeare, but there's an importance to it too.  

Tommy Griffiths: Absolutely.  

 Our focus today, again, is voice over as a business. And we all do this as our 
business, as our main source of income. But I would imagine that most of us 
that actually do the voice over work probably don't spend the majority of our 
time in front of the microphone. There's a lot of other stuff that goes into this, 
including marketing, customer service, being an accountant, being an engineer. 
All of those things are involved in making this one entity as a voice over 
business.  

 Debi, what do you find that you're doing most of the time in your business. Are 
you in front of the - I know you do a lot of work, are you in front of the 
microphone most of the time, or are you talking with agents? What occupies 
your day?  

Debi Derryberry: Well I try to get my auditions out of the way as soon as they come in because 
they weigh heavy on my shoulders. And I get voice artists in Los Angeles, and 
actually all over the United States calling me and emailing me all day because 
they want to work with me to set up their either animation or commercial 
demos. And so I will spend time scheduling, you know, when I'm booked at 
Disney or Netflix or I'm home here, Skyping with a student or - and then 
because, you know, as the voice over business, you all know, it books 



immediately. And so people who have auditions will call me and I'll be like, yes, I 
can make an hour for you.  

 And so I'm here at my studio and they're in front of the mic. When I schedule my 
night classes, I only take, like, five people and they fill up  fairly quickly, but it's 
three hours of very concentrated time with new people or established people. 
And from there I use those people that want to come back to me to create their 
demos. So my beginning classes are sort of these stepping stones for people to 
enter the business and they become clients and it just sort of snowballs from 
there.  

 So my day is spent scheduling, coaching, and that - like I said, I live in north 
Hollywood where all the animation studios are because I don't like to spend a lot 
of time on the road, so I just - like I'll leave here and it will take me five minutes 
to get to Disney to record a gig there. So my time I try not to spend on the road. 
But the iPhone helps a lot.  

Tommy Griffiths: For sure.  

Debi Derryberry: That's pretty much my day and then I come home and I audition on my - in my 
home studio until it's time to go to sleep.  

Tommy Griffiths: And thank the lord for these things like Skype and Google Hangout and all that. 
Coaches especially. It's a great way to reach out to - if you're looking for a good 
coach, any of these people are executive. If you want to reach out, you don't 
necessarily have to be in the same city or area. You can be across the world - I 
have a client in New Zealand, as a matter of fact that does this stuff. So don't be 
shy to reach out to some of these folks.  

 Bryant, Bryant Falk, as your job description, owner, producer at Abacus 
Entertainment, what is the crux of your job. What is the thing that … the majority 
of your time.  

Bryant Falk: To keep it in the frame of where we are in this discussion, I want to kind of 
address, when I'm dealing with new students and we make demos for people 
here, my studio basically has a full kind of training addendum to the studio. One 
of the reasons I did this is because I would make demos, VO demos for clients in 
the studio, and then they didn't know what to do. They loved the business, they 
wanted to get into it. They had their demo and then they had no other 
knowledge. And so that was one of the reasons I actually have other coaches 
and stuff in this studio as well, to bring that kind of ability to learn more things 
than just the demo. 

 But for people who are watching, and I think their first question is, hey, my 
demo's done. What do I do? What do I do? Because I get that a lot. The irony of 
being in business, being a business major and all this … got them advertising all 



my clients - awareness. Ironically, voice over talent has to accept the fact that in 
the beginning when their demo's completed, nobody knows that they do voice 
over. Especially the newbies. And phase one, just like any product or service, is 
awareness. People have to become aware that that's what you're doing.  

 And the other thing I've - I'm kind of doing here a lot too is getting people's mind 
set who want to do voice over to shift into that kind of thought as they move 
forward. So when they're online talking to their friends, or they're - I always use 
Thanksgiving as the best first newbie experience. You go to Thanksgiving, 
everyone always says, how are you doing? What are you doing? You say, you 
know what? I've been doing voice over lately. That's the first step you have to 
take as a talent to move forward and put your brain interest he right place.  

 So we do a lot of that kind of stuff here too. I call it the on ramping. Getting 
people on ramp, onto the beginning of this kind of fun adventure. I tell everyone, 
you can't do this if you think it's work. Because everyone in it loves it. So you 
can't beat somebody who loves this.  

Tommy Griffiths: Absolutely.  

 And Mindy Williamson, as a voice over artist, you obviously have many clients 
that you work with, obviously you've picked up your first clients early on in your 
career. But let's focus a little bit more on the voice over business. How do you 
continue to generate new business?  

Mindy Williamson: I've found that I've made a lot of connections through the clients that I've met 
through voices.com and through a number of other services as well. And 
generating new business - generating repeat business is something that I've 
been focussing on lately, and the generation of new business is much like - and 
here in London, Ontario, we have a resource called the Small Business Centre. 
So I went there, and regardless of what kind of a business you're doing, whether 
it's a voice over business, or something that's completely different, all of - all of 
what they tell you is kind of the same. You've got to get out there and market 
your stuff. You've got to have your solid products, and all of that. Everything 
that goes into a business.  

 So the marketing part of it is - you know, finding out where your clients are and 
I'm blown away by the number of start-ups and the number of tech companies 
and the number of people who need voice over. And not even people who were 
in the tech industry, but I did a voice over for a hairdresser a couple of weeks 
ago and do it for her phone tree.  

 There's - they - you're in need everywhere. So it's a matter of kind of putting 
together your list of businesses that you want to work for, businesses that you 
could help, or finding where that hole is where they need you and you need 



them, and putting together your proposals or reaching out and saying hello or 
finding a connection and making it that way.  

Tommy Griffiths: Jordan, Mindy mentions generating repeat business, and you've done a lot with 
voice.com. what do you do to keep your name on people's desks? How do you 
get people, Jordan, to call you back? To make sure that … you are their go-to 
guy in a particular - for a particular client of business?  

Jordan Wiberg: I find my approach has been to keep emails short and laid back and always 
prompt. Try and reply as soon as I can. I was really, really busy for the first few 
years doing this, and now I'm to the point where I don't really have time to do a 
lot of new auditions. It's a lot of repeat business.  

 So you know, every now and then I try and update my demos once a year. 
Sometimes that doesn't happen. But when the demos are updated I'll send them 
to a bunch of past clients that I think might be interested in hearing some 
updated reels, or if there's any new projects that I've done that are interesting, or 
unique or that some certain clients might think are cool. You know, I'll send 
them just to those select clients and often times it will generate into new jobs. 
Like, oh, you can do that kind of voice. I didn't know you were - you know, I 
thought you were just one kind of voice talent, you can do guy-next-door. I didn't 
know you could do cartoon work or animation work or promo stuff. 

 So yeah, I find just being friendly and laid back with clients, but also 
professional. You don't want to be too laid back and … yeah, I - I just try to be 
myself and keep in contact with people as much as I can and not be annoying 
with how much I'm keeping in contact. You don't want to constantly say, hey, 
you know, any work coming my way, or do you have anything that I might be a 
good fit for? You know, if they want to get ahold of you, they'll get ahold of you.  

Bryant Falk: I want to second that, what Jordan was mentioning about reaching a certain 
point with the students, that you know, you reached a certain point where you 
had enough clients where you're not digging around for more. And I have to 
second that. I've got a number of students who have reached that point, and it's 
been great for them. Because they've reached that point and they can keep - 
they look for those other unique things, but they have enough that they're busy 
every day doing voice over.  

Tommy Griffiths: And not being annoying is definitely a key to that. I think it would be a great 
place to emphasise the right ways and the wrong ways to distribute your demo.  

 Cold calling with demos is a tricky thing. The [last 00:23:44] thing you want to 
do is start off with a bad impression, you know, as a first impression, by just 
dumping your demo into somebody's email box when they don't want it.  



 Kim, talk a little bit about Kim Handysides. Talk a little bit about the dos and 
don'ts of sending out your demo.  

Kim Handysides: It's very interesting. When I started, which was a long time ago, I was trying to 
do something different. I was just sticking with my own town and I - basically 
what I did, I made a fun time. I built my demo around a coffee break. I went and I 
hired somebody who would be, like, he was basically a mime, but he was 
dressed in tux and tails and he brought along a coffee tray with some truffles 
and biscuits and we, you know, here's - next time you have a cup of - you're on a 
coffee break, please give my demo a listen, and by the way, here's some coffee 
and biscuits and, you know, and a little entertainment. We got in every door that 
way.  

 Marketing has changed, now. But I still like to come up with different ideas. 
Primarily what the other people were saying is absolutely true. You have to - you 
have to be a good time for people. You have to be reliable, you have to be able 
to hit your mark, and you have to be able to make sure that they're having fun 
with you, so that it's an enjoyable experience, they know they can trust you to 
deliver and also that they can have a fun time. 

 In terms of getting new people, I'm trying to always try to - I'm looking for new 
ways of connecting. Basically it's a people - all industries are people industries, 
ours as well. So what you're trying to do is make connections with people. What 
have you got in common with them? Isn't it fun to be able to work with friends? I 
try to always make everybody that I work with a friend. … It's been successful. 
And I also have a lot of great friends now in the industry.  

Tommy Griffiths: That's a good philosophy to have, which dovetails nicely into customer service. 
Customer service philosophies. Is there - Debi, let's talk to a little bit about any 
philosophies or credos that you live by, Debi Derryberry, when it comes to 
providing your voice over service? Is there a theme that you live by?  

Debi Derryberry: Well I'm a big believer in never burning any bridges. I mean in an actor's career 
you may move from one agent to another. It's business. It's - I love all my agents 
current and past. It's just what can represent you best at the time. When you 're 
reaching out - I reach out to a lot of, you know, post production coordinators to 
see what loop group they're using or looping coordinators to see who's in their 
roster at the time. And like someone said a moment ago, you don't want to 
contact them too frequently, and you don't want to be too loquacious. Keep 
things short and to the point.  

 I think … being able to get your bullet points out quickly and not waste anyone's 
time. I always feel like you get probably seven to 10 seconds of someone's time 
before they tune out. So you want to be … you know, concise in your 
communications, and I guess kind to everybody, even if they're jerks. Because 



people don't mean to be jerks, but sometimes tech send emails can come off 
that way. So I try to look at the positive side on it. Maybe they were really busy. 
Maybe it wasn't the best day to contact them. I just put my book in a bookstore 
and the first time I spoke - emailed to this fellow, it sounded very curt and I was 
like, why is he being like that? Well it turned out that's not what he meant at all. 
He just meant call next Monday. And then they carried my book and it was good.  

 So I just try to keep a positive spin on everything.  

Tommy Griffiths: That's an excellent philosophy to live by.  

 Bryant Falk. Tell us from a voice over talent perspective, what would be a good 
philosophy to live by? A customer service philosophy.  

Bryant Falk: Customer service philosophy. I'd say the first thing is, I know everyone in the 
beginning is how much - how many times do you contact people after you've 
reached out to them? It's an interesting balance because I work with - you know, 
with so much marketing and business people, and what's interesting is, you do 
need as a talent to stay top of mind for the producers, and the people, even in 
studio. And there is a certain way to handle it. 

 My thing is if you book something or you've done something, then you do have a 
right to let people know that you've done something. Really for the focus. I call it 
the closet analogy. Something's in your closet for three years. You don't even 
think about it. You clean out your closet, you throw it away, the next day you go, 
oh, if I just had that tennis racquet it would have been perfect. And it was only 
because you saw it again, and then you realized what the value was.  

 So for VO talent, try to think that way. A nice way to just get to me so that I put 
you top of mind as I'm moving through production projects and things.  

 That's one. The other, from a producer's standpoint, because I've been there and 
I've had producers right at my side and I've got teams of lawyers who are yelling 
at us about copy changes and all this stuff. And the VO talent for some reason 
couldn't make it, and I know someone else that would be perfect, and I go onto 
Google and I type your name in and I pray there's some Google site where you've 
got your email and your phone number and even just a sample. And I know it's 
silly, but I'm right there and the pressure's on, I've got an ad agency with me. So 
my other little advice is please make sure you have something I can get to you 
fast because Google is really the new Yellow Pages for us sitting there in the 
studio.  

Tommy Griffiths: Absolutely.  

 Jordan Wiberg - well, let's go to Mindy. Mindy Williamson. One customer service 
philosophy that I think is really important, and it doesn't matter what business 



you're in, voice over or construction, I think is to under promise and over deliver. 
If you - and by under promise I don't mean tell they you can only do half the job, 
what you're going to provide, but then you give them a little bit more.  

Mindy Williamson: Right.  

Tommy Griffiths: Tell us a little bit about that philosophy and how that works.  

Mindy Williamson: Yeah, so I think being able to - say what you're going to give them and modesty 
kind of goes a long way, especially here in Canada where we always say thank 
you and whatever, but just to give that little extra. There's a client that was - had 
posted for a job on the - project details, and they weren't sure whether they 
wanted a North American accent or a British accent, but they were pretty sure 
they wanted North American, and a couple of little descriptive words about what 
they wanted. So I gave them their - the audition, but then at the end, I gave them 
a little piece of a British accent, which they were kind of hemming and hawing 
about, and I ended up landing the job and I ended up going with the British 
accent.  

 So sometimes if you can kind of read into what they're maybe thinking about or 
… give them an alternative to what they had been asking for - and this is where 
as a voice artist we kind of have a little bit of an edge as an artist. You can kind 
of read people and - you know, give your interpretation of what you think their 
scripts should be and I've found that's been very effective in getting repeat work 
and in landing positions as well.  

Tommy Griffiths: I had a similar experience for a German client. I did a voice over project for him. 
It was some industrial thing, and they were happy with it and he was kind 
enough to send the video with the voice over, and sometimes when you see the 
voice matched up with the images it's not what you thought it would be and I 
just felt like I could do a better job. So I told him, you know, I just feel like I owe 
it to you to record this again. You know, no charge, I'm just going to do it, and 
just send it to him. They actually went with that take and ever since then, I've 
been the go-to guy.  

 So sometimes you just make that one little gesture, just that one little over-
delivery, you know, the under promise, over deliver philosophy.  

Mindy Williamson: Having that picture - having that picture and somebody's doing a white board 
video or having the idea of the character if they've got a drawing or something in 
it, a lot of times the client will send, you know, here's a little voice sample of 
what we're looking for or here's a picture of what the character you're going to 
be playing is looking like. That kind of helps to put you into that character and 
that’s where the acting comes through. And that's the fun part for me. But it's 
also - you can get wrapped up sometimes when, you know, there's a lot of 



auditions coming through, especially the Monday after a long weekend. There's 
all kinds of auditions that come through, and you want to get through them and 
you want to get them all done.  

 But actually slowing down just a little bit and taking that time to kind of read 
between the lines of what they're - what the client is looking for and also the 
extras that they add on - can really go a long way in giving more than what's 
being asked.  

 

Tommy Griffiths: Jordan Wiberg, what's another way that a voice talent in the voice over business 
can over deliver in distributing their product to a client? What are some things 
that you've done that have nicely surprised your clients?  

Jordan Wiberg: I - as much as I can I always try and tell the client, okay, I can have the to you 
first thing tomorrow morning, or at the end of the day, and you know, if I say, I'll 
have it to you tomorrow morning, I'll get it done that evening and send it, or get 
it done, you know, a day before and kind of surprise them. Oh, I wasn't expecting 
this until tomorrow morning. Thanks so much. And often times that will give 
them that extra time if there's a tight deadline to say, okay, well we weren't 
going to have this until tomorrow morning but now we have it tonight. We heard 
one line that we would like different. Whereas if you did send it to them that 
morning they might not have time to make those changes, and they might be 
like, okay, we're 95 percent happy with this.  

 So if you … yeah, I always try and say - give myself lots of time to deliver the 
files before they're necessarily expecting them.  

Tommy Griffiths: Because a deadline is a deadline and it doesn't mean that's when you're 
supposed to turn in your first take and have that in by. They need it by Monday 
at 9 AM, finished, done, complete and perfect.  

Jordan Wiberg: Exactly.  

Tommy Griffiths: You give yourself that little cushion of time. 

 Kim Handysides. Tell us what you do to over deliver for your clients?  

Kim Handysides: I promise 100 percent satisfaction guarantee. I am limited in Canada, I'm union 
in Canada, I'm non-union in the States, so in Canada I can't necessarily - I have 
certain rules I have to abide by ACTRA. But for anyone that I work for outside of 
this country I say, you know, I'll work with you until you're happy. I also say, 
pickups, for me, it's my policy, I say pickups are free for the first 48 hours, and 
then I have a price, you know, schedule that I have on what they would be after 
that.  



 I also have, for repeat business I have certain discounts that I'll offer. Okay, 
repeat client, more than three jobs in a month, that's one set. More than three 
jobs in a year, that's another discount. So I try to - and I'm very upfront with all 
of this information so that they can take advantage of it if they want.  

Tommy Griffiths: Very good. Let's move into quotes, quoting, your rates and all that. The question 
is, how do you do it? What's the best advice for a beginner. Someone just 
getting into voice over trying to find their rates. Other than union, of. Non-union 
people of course.  

 Debi, what do you think? What is a good thumbnail or rule of thumb to go by?  

Debi Derryberry: Well I use this book right here, let me see, it's called the Los Angeles Voice Over 
Resource Guide, and they make one for New York and LA and in there it gives 
the union rates, and that gives you sort of a starting point. So if you know that 
you're not union yet, and you want to do this animation job, you know, maybe 
you would do it for half the amount. I have beginning actors calling me who, you 
know, may take an anime or … an animation job that might just be, you know, 
not up to Disney level, but what are the rates for it.  

 So I provide people with what the union would be and what the non-union rate 
would be. You know, with voices.com there is a range that you can put as to 
what you will charge for that job. Sometimes beginning actors will pick the 
lower end of that. And I guess as you're more established in the business, you 
kind of know what you're worth.  

 But as far as if you don't have anybody to ask, I would go this board, this Voice 
Over Resource Guide, to try to get an idea of what people across the world in 
their unions charge, and then what you charge would be - I want to say it's like a 
quarter to a half of that.  

Tommy Griffiths: Right.  

Debi Derryberry: And each facet of animation and commercial and promo has different rates. You 
know, whether you're anime or looping or your day rate for SAG, or, you know, 
maybe it's a low budget film, and there's a lower budget in it. I mean - it also 
depends if that's a person you want to work for again. Will you work for them for 
$50 for an eight hour gig? That's barely enough for gas and food, but maybe 
there's a union gig coming up. So you have to weigh all those things into it.  

 And I will do people favours because I know there will be bigger things coming 
down the pipelines later on.  

Tommy Griffiths: Absolutely. Absolutely. And it depends on your relationship with the client as 
well. If you have a long term relationship and the client has a limited budget and 



just needs some help, it may not be such a bad idea to say, yeah, I'll help you 
out. And they'll remember that, and they'll help you out later on as time goes by. 

 Bryant, you'd be a great guy to talk to about rates, being the owner and being a 
producer at Abacus Entertainment in New York. But what is something that a 
first time voice over talent should look for in setting their rate guide?  

Bryant Falk: Ironically the first thing you should look for is point type. How small is the type 
on the copy they want you to read. Because so many times, especially corporate 
clients, oh no, it's only one page. I mean it's so [twist 00:39:17]. And they give it 
to you and it's like 9 point type. So you're doing three pages in one page, you 
know? And I do. I call them, literally, and say, okay, do you realize how small this 
type - and yeah, we didn't even think - they thought - they know exactly what's 
going on.  

 So ironically when you're starting, you really want to say, hey, can you please 
send me what it is you'd like me to get you a quote on? Because a lot of times 
they don't do that. They'll literally just say, yeah, we've just got a quick thing, and 
blah, blah, blah. And hey, you're more than willing to be fair, but try and see what 
it is that they're really talking about. So that way you can get the right 
perspective.  

 I will say there are different breakouts. For example, like Amex has their union 
and broadcast. And then Amex has merchant financing training that's literally 
on the web, and you have to punch in a code to see the merchant financing 
videos with voice over. So there's definitely a pricing difference there between 
those two.  

 So be aware of that as well as you move forward. Who am I doing this for?  

Tommy Griffiths: And Mindy Williamson, how flexible should a voice talent be with their - when 
they can be flexible?  

Mindy Williamson: I think that flexibility is really important. I want to just say that on - for people 
starting out, the tendency might be to bid lower for a job, but I honestly look - I 
wouldn't suggest that. I think you bid what you believe that you're worth. Using 
the rate sheets that are provided by voice.com or any other of the sites and the 
guides, it's a great range to go through.  

 But I do believe you have to have that flexibility, because sometimes there'll be a 
client that, you know, you want to work for, and they're offering you something 
that's maybe a little bit less than what you want or perhaps it's, you know, it's a 
free gig but it's going to give you some promotion or it's going to be beneficial 
for you to have this as an example of the different things that you can do and it 
pays off in the long term. 



 Every job, I think, has to be looked at individually and the prospects for future 
work have to be taken into consideration. So flexibility is important.  

Tommy Griffiths: Jordan Wiberg, talk a little bit about how you go about - on voices.com - setting 
the price when you get a range as a budget. For example, do you look at the 
number of auditions that have already been sent in and you bid competitively or 
do you just go based on what you think you're worth, or is it a combination of 
both.  

Jordan Wiberg: I think it depends on what kind of job it is, first off. If it's something that I know I 
can ... I can do for them very, very well, and I know what my time is worth, I will 
probably bid at the top end of the budget, but if there's, you know, 150 other 
people who have already auditioned for it and there's a budge range of 500-750, 
I'll probably shoot somewhere in the middle, because I know there's a ton of 
other people.  

 I've done a lot of casting on voices.com too, and I know the range in budgets 
and what people actually bid for. So yeah, depending on what kind of job it is 
and honestly whether or not I'm super busy at the time or if I'm looking for voice 
work, that will depend on, you know, what I feel my time is worth. But yeah, on 
voices.com for the most part I tend to - mostly I get private invites, so there's 
only me and three to nine other guys auditioning for a job, so at that point you 
can kind of, okay, this is - they've set the limit and you can kind of bid at the top. 
But if there's a ton of other people I usually tend to shoot for the middle.  

Tommy Griffiths: That's a good philosophy. And Kim Handysides, the same question. What is your 
approach on a site like voices.com for finding your rate?  

Kim Handysides: I think I'm probably like Jordan and some of the other people. I'm variable. I 
have a - I've made kind of like a little rate card for myself that I have, you know, 
that I'll refer to and I have a calculator that I'll, you know, punch in the numbers 
for, you know, how many words is this? Can I look at this as an e-learning, is this 
- could I maybe look at this as an audiobook? If it's something that I really want 
to do what I - but I have to justify it somehow in my mind.  

 It also depends on, am I busy right now? Is this something I really want to do? 
Do I have time to do this? But I generally, if it's - I'll generally will go in the 
middle to the higher range, 50 percent of that midrange to 75 percent, and if it's 
something I'm very confident about, or that I'm really, really busy that week I'll 
just book the - I'll just bid the whole price.  

Tommy Griffiths: I'm often asked by my students, you know, how do you figure that out, and I 
think we can all sum it up by saying it's a gut feeling. There's no formula for it. 
It's based on how you feel you did in the audition and how many other people 
have auditioned for that job, because it's a supply and demand thing. If your bid 



is too high, you know there's somebody that can be even better than you with a 
lower bid, for sure.  

 One thing I wanted to talk about is reaching out to other voice over talent. 
Networking, conferencing, talking with other talent and we see these seminars 
and conferences going on all the time. It seems to me that a lot of voice talent 
put in more time networking with other voice talent when the voice talent 
doesn't sign your cheques. Clients, they sign your cheques.  

 Although it's important to keep up with the business and converse with other 
people in the voice over community, what sort of balance do you think there 
should be in conferencing and reaching out to other talent as opposed to 
clients? And Debi, what do you think?  

Debi Derryberry: I think that you're right, they don't sign your cheques, and again, I don't hire 
people, but people come to me with jobs that maybe are, you know, starting 
points for a producer, and they'll say, who do you recommend Debi, and I have 
students, and they're looking for something to start out with, and I love 
connecting the right voice to the right project.  

 Sometimes I'll see an audition come through and I would love to do it, but I know 
who really could do it, and I'll forward it to that person because I - as opposed to 
on camera, the voice over business I find to be a great camaraderie, people are 
friendly, I don't feel any backstabbing. It's a lovely group of people. And I want to 
help connect the best voice to the best project. So I do a lot of that and if I'm 
speaking to another voice actor and they're in an ADR group or a loop group, you 
know, they'll have me in mind if that looping coordinator is looking for a team of 
six-year-olds to go party in the backyard on a TV show. Guess what? They'll 
know that that's what I do.  

 So I think it's super important to network with other voice artists for that reason. 
And also a lot of voice artists have their own platforms, whether it's the 
Periscope or the webisodes that you were talking about or different - anything 
online that fans want to watch or other voice artists want to watch, it's a great 
platform to say, yes, I teach, or yes, I have this book out, or this is my specialty, 
and … I just think word of mouth can't be underestimated. It's huge. And if you're 
good at what you do, people want to promote you.  

Tommy Griffiths: For sure. Bryant Falk. What do you think is a healthy ratio of reaching out to 
fellow talent as opposed to reaching out to potential clients?  

Bryant Falk: You know, it's interesting, I think kind of the nail was hit on the head with one 
part which is when I'm working with different voice talent I do try to pair up 
different talent together with emails because I have, for example, British talent 



that I put together with an American talent and she gets auditions the other one 
doesn't, and they happily hand stuff off to each other.  

 So there's definitely a plus there that happens and I've seen it. And there is a 
support going on which actually pushes you forward, which I think is really 
important. It's a motivator. You don't want to be on your own boat rowing alone. 
It's just no fun, you know. So there's something there.  

 But with that in mind, it's almost like going to the dentist. Okay, I've got to - I've 
got to reach out and make some new contacts. But with other people involved 
with you I think it makes it easier because you say to yourself, well these new 
contacts are going to be good for me and they could be good for people that I 
like to work with. And so I think it actually helps you push forward into those 
new territories. 

 For example, industrial parks. Tons of potential corporate clients there. Maybe if 
it's just you alone, it may not be as strong going out to reach those people. But 
knowing that maybe you've got a team of talent that, hey, if I can't handle it, and 
I've gotten someone in, I know he could handle it, and she could handle it, which 
would motivate you to move forward.  

 So there is a balance there. I do think it's hard, but you do need to skew a little 
towards - if you're seriously just VO talent kind of in the trenches you've got to 
constantly be reaching out. But don't negate the effect of that support team, of 
those other people and how they really can - I mean I've had first-hand accounts 
of some of my talent simply going on to their Facebook saying, I'm doing voice 
over and other VO talent saying, this guy's terrific. Hey, Bob, who is one of his 
clients, you've got to use this guy. He's amazing.  

 So that was really - I mean I was personally surprised by it, but it really did show 
that it does - it does have an effect. So it's really kind of what you're comfortable 
with too, you know, where you want to dig in. Because I have some people, they 
are so good at the client acquisition that I tell them, you have to get other talent 
under your wing, because for this non-union - because you keep getting more 
work that other people could do, whereas other talent is actually - you know, 
they want to be that - I almost look at it as the classic days of, I wish I could just 
go in and addition, be talent, go home. You know.  

 So there is this balance if you can get those crews together, you actually all 
grow, which is interesting.  

Tommy Griffiths: Kim, did you want to say something?  

Kim Handysides: Yes, I did. I really did. Thank you. I have a group of eight or nine - actually 10, 
other VO people, and we have something called the Mentoring Accountability 



Group. So this is apart from all the amazing connections and conferences and 
everything else.  

 We get together - actually every day we say, good morning, how's it going? Did 
you do your exercise? We hold each other accountable on several levels each 
week. We have a meeting and so it's like physical. Did you do your exercise this 
week? Because we sit in a booth all day. What have you done on marketing? 
What have you done to improve your equipment? How many auditions are you 
doing each day? What did you bring in financially this week? Did you meet your 
financial goal? And we hold each other accountable and we also mentor each 
other. Hey, I just hooked this amazing horse. Did you see the show on Bob's this 
week? You know, my agent says they're looking for someone new.  

 All of these things I think are really important, and like Debi said, it's - this is an 
amazing group of people. The VO world is different from the rest of the world 
out there. And at the same time it is important to be able to make sure you take 
the time to make those connections to new potential clients. And with this little 
idea, this little Mentoring Accountability Group, that's one of the things that we 
do. That's one of the things that we hold each other accountable for. So maybe 
you have VO people that you want to do a similar kind of a thing with, it really 
does help you push forward. 

 And that's what I'd like to say.  

Tommy Griffiths: Yeah, Mindy or Jordan, did you want to weigh in on …  

Mindy Williamson: Yes. I've only been doing voice over as a business for the last couple of years, so 
I'll say that in the first year I tended to reach out and network more with other 
voice over artists than I do now. But it is kind of in some ways it's a little bit of a 
lonely business. My recording student is in a closet, so I stand in the closet and 
talk to myself. So reaching out to other artists is … there is a camaraderie that I 
didn't expect that I was absolutely delighted to find in this industry. But it does - 
it does have its place. You know, we could sit and talk about it for hours, but you 
do have to find its place for it - find a place for it. And I have to say as a growing 
artist, as a growing voice over business I have - I am so grateful to be able to tap 
into the brains of other people who know what they're doing and be able to use 
that for my own growth as well.  

 So a little bit selfish, but so very helpful.  

Tommy Griffiths: And Jordan, did you want to weigh in?  

Jordan Wiberg: Yeah, I would just say, you know, I try to pay it forward. I had quite a few people 
early on in my voice over career who really helped me out as far as I've no idea 
what to quote for this, how would you approach an email like this? Is this project 
even worth doing? And some really experienced people were helping me out 



early on and so I've been able to do that over the years with people who are just 
starting out and helping with demos and music sourcing and direction and 
quotes and all that kind of stuff.  

 So I think it is very important to stay connected and just - like inspiration and 
competition there's one guy who I'm good friends with who's always a little bit 
more successful with me and always pushes me and drives me to want to, you 
know, do a project as cool as the one that he got. So I think it's great to stay 
connected, and … yeah.  

Tommy Griffiths: And be competitive too, in a friendly way.  

Jordan Wiberg: Exactly.  

Tommy Griffiths: Now we're talking, of course, with their interesting group of panelists about 
voice over businesses management, and as voice over businesses is, not only 
are we voice over artists, but we're accountants, we are the janitor, we are - 
every aspect of a business that you can think of, the receptionist, and the 
engineer.  

 Now I think it's crucial, especially when you have a home studio, to be as 
familiar as you can be with every technical aspect of your studio. It can become 
very expensive when something is not working and it just turns out to be a mute 
button pressed, or something ridiculous like that. And it happens and you call 
somebody and you've got to pay. So the more you know, the better off you are 
as far as taking care of your own engineering and technological stuff. And 
studio gear.  

 How do you all keep up with the upgrades and the speed of the technological 
changes with the advent of the online auditioning sites like the voices.com to … 
it's not necessarily new, but relatively, to the Skyping coaching classes to … I 
think I've got about four pounds of gear in here, total, as opposed to 10 years 
ago it would be unwieldy. 

 Debi, how do you keep up with the changes and how do you maintain your 
studio?  

Debi Derryberry: Well I always feel like necessity is the mother of invention, and if what I'm doing 
is working, that's great. Sometimes I'll ask for advice with my agent or some 
other studio engineers and send them the files and if there's something that 
needs to be changed, then I'll have to learn that new piece of gear or that new 
software.  

 I had a studio engineer come over last week and he suggested a few changes 
that I make. Again, everything is really tiny and compact, but it is kind of pricy, 
so I think it's - you have to wait and see what you need and go from there as 



opposed to buying all the new things and then you don't end up necessarily 
using it.  

 The most important thing for me is being able to silence the Burbank Airport, 
which I can't really do, but I invest in some good foam and good curtains and I 
schedule sessions accordingly trying not to get their - get it scheduled during 
flight path hours.  

 Yeah, it's constant, and as we get older technology becomes more and more 
ominous and frightening so you just have to jump on board and not be afraid of 
the learning curve, because there's so much to learn. And it is scary, but if you're 
not on board and up to what you need to do you're going to fall behind and not 
be able to be competitive. So it's like getting a new iPhone: it's high stress for, 
like, two weeks and then you're okay.  

Tommy Griffiths: Exactly. And then you've mastered it and then you move on. And then they 
invent something else.  

Debi Derryberry: Such a pro. Such a pro.  

Tommy Griffiths: Bryant, what would you have to say about the technological aspects of the 
studio as far as investment that people make. Keeping in mind that your audio 
chain is only as good as the weakest link in that chain. You can spend $1200 on 
a microphone, but have a lousy mic cord or a crappy interface or something - 
bad acoustics. And why have this microphone. You might as well be using a USB 
mic.  

Bryant Falk: Exactly. You know, you kind of hit the nail on the head. There's so many 
different levels. I mean I just went to the NAB convention. It's insane what's 
coming out. I mean you can't believe the new products and services and 
software that they're coming up with. 

 But you know, to me I think the saddest part, being an engineer and having a 
production facility, is seeing all this wonderful talent that has to put on the 
engineering jacket when they go home and become an engineer to some degree. 
I wish I could take it all away and let them come here and do it all and I'll handle 
the engineering part.  

 Unfortunately the reality is you can't. Whenever I have new groups of students, 
the first thing I ask everyone is, does everyone have something to record on at 
home? Because that's the first step that you have to do. Usually what I tell 
people in the beginning is look at it as a two to three tier step so that it's not so 
intimidating. You've never done it. You've never recorded in the business. Great. 
Here's three USB mics you can start with. Don't panic. Don't buy the most 
expensive thing. Get moving.  



 You know, I tell everyone, this business is about getting on a treadmill. It's not 
about winning the lottery. You want to get on and start moving and doing and 
recording and working and listening to yourself. Well the USB mic might be the 
best first step, then we go to step two. We've got to break out all the 
components from our microphone. We have to have our mic, our preamp, and 
our digital converter going into our computer. There's step two. Do they all have 
to be the best in the beginning? No, but as an engineer, the better the preamp, 
the better you are on an edge scale when you move forward.  

 It's just the way it works. A really good preamp can make a not-so-good maybe 
just-a-little-under mic sound better. So I will say -  

 Yeah, right? So I would say, hey, let's go for a little better pre, if you're 
comfortable with it.  

 What's interesting too, I will say to people, careful too, even though someone 
says two preamps are wonderful, they do require more service. And I have a lot 
of people that bought two preamps and now they're just making sizzling bacon 
sounds because the tubes need to be replaced. And they're like, how do I do 
that? So maybe a solid state pre might be a better starting point for those 
people making that next step. 

 So keep in mind all those - there you go. So keep in mind all those options. 
Right? As you move forward. But I always say in the very beginning you can 
even let the jobs dictate the beginning of where you're going to start. You have 
no jobs. You've never started. So a USB mic might be a really good beginning 
point.  

 For example, if you do land a booking from using a USB mic, I tell everyone the 
first thing you say when you speak to your client is, thank you so much for this 
opportunity. Hey, was my audition good enough for the booking? And if they 
basically say no, then you must then move your job into a studio or you have to 
quickly move your setup to a higher level of performance. Which may not be 
realistic on that job. So you hit the studio then you know for the future, wow, I'm 
going to have to step up my home recording if I want to do the actual bookings 
there.  

 So look at it that way. If you can let that move you and motivate you I think it 
helps. Because I've had people dump thousands of dollars right at the open - 
millions of knobs, tubes everywhere, and honestly it doesn't really sound great 
because you don't know what you're doing with it all.  

 So yeah, careful there.  

Debi Derryberry: Hey Tommy.  



Tommy Griffiths: Debi's going crazy and Jordan is too. Go ahead Debi. Go ahead Deb. … She just 
froze up.  

Bryant Falk: No. No Deb, don't.  

Tommy Griffiths: Jordan, you go ahead, and we'll see if Debi unfreezes.  

Jordan Wiberg: Okay. I was going to say that the casting that I've got on voices.com in the past 
you might get 100 auditions, but the quality of the recording, there might be 10 
to 15 auditions out of those 100 auditions that are even worth using. A lot of the 
time people on there don't bother deadening the room or their - it just - their 
read could be great, but the quality of the recording is so bad that you could 
never, ever use it.  

 And sometimes I've emailed or messaged the talent saying, hey, your read is 
great. If you could somehow deaden your room a little bit I think you might book 
a little bit more work, but you have to, have to, have to have a dead space to 
record in. If it's a closet or putting … there's a well-known Canadian country 
artist that I recorded. I met the studio engineer and music and all that stuff and 
we put, before his sound booth was finished we put his couch and mattresses 
up on end and stuffed the holes and spaces with sleeping bags. And you know, 
listening to the record everyone assumes it's down at Ocean Way in Nashville, 
but actually it was with mattresses and couches up in his barn.  

Tommy Griffiths: [unintelligible] bass straps for sure.  

Jordan Wiberg: Exactly. So you have to - you have to deaden your space somehow.  

Tommy Griffiths: And I know we're getting short on time, so let's just move along quickly. I think 
we lot Debi as well, unfortunately. 

 Let's talk a little bit about … performance development and self-improvement. 
We all - I think as Bryant mentioned - we're on a treadmill and there really is no 
finish line. We're constantly working, trying to improve ourselves, trying to get 
better.  

 What do you do, Kim, to stay sharp? I know you do some coaching, do you also 
take coaching?  

Kim Handysides: I sure do. I do. And I advocate to anyone that I coach that this is a craft, so this 
is - it means there's no end. You can continually get better. And I try … I try to 
make sure that I'm either taking an online course once a month or that I've got a 
goal for myself. One of my goals this year was to perfect every - a new accent 
every month. You know, just - that's my own goal.  



 But I also will then go and take animation coaching courses, or … all kinds of 
different things. That was the one I did most recently. This stand-up comedy 
course that I just completed, which was fantastic and really brought a lot of 
finesse to some of the character work that I do.  

 Yeah, keep taking those courses.  

Tommy Griffiths: And acting classes as well.  

Kim Handysides: A hundred percent. Yeah.  

Tommy Griffiths: Exactly. And Mindy, how do you stay sharp?  

Mindy Williamson: Yes. I do the same thing as Kim. I just started taking an improv classes, and that 
kind of keeps things going. I'll peek around and have a listen to what some other 
voice over artists are doing on - and hearing … hearing the amount of talent 
that's out there is maybe in a little bit of a competitive way, but it's also 
inspiring. Raises the bar, absolutely. And I do take on other courses as well. I'm 
a coach, but I truly believe in coaching, and that's partly why I coach is because 
it's useful and it's unofficial and it helps everybody. So I will take online courses 
as well. Probably every six months or so.  

Tommy Griffiths: Couldn't agree more. I've been doing this for a long time, since I've been 17 
years old, and still take coaching. There's never a ceiling. You can always get 
better. And as soon as you think it's good enough, then you should probably 
quit, because it can never be good enough.  

 Gosh, there's just so much more to talk about. The demo maintenance, 
accounting and bookkeeping and invoice processing, and all of this stuff has 
everything to do with maintaining a voice over business. There's just so much, 
and really, an hour isn't enough to talk about it. But unfortunately we are 
running out of time.  

 But let's just - let's go to each one of our panelists. We'll start with - Debi's gone, 
so we'll start with Bryant and just talk about any other factors that you think are 
important for a successful voice over business. For people who are just getting 
into it or anybody who's been in it for a while. Maybe they'll learn something 
new.  

Bryant Falk: Well, let me just bring up an interesting issue that I ran into recently that I think 
as VO talent you may want to start looking at, especially here in New York, 
because we have a lot of corporate clients here. Considering taking your 
business up to the level of an LLC or S Corp, is what they call it. Usually it's an 
LLC. 



 The reason being, I have, for example, a client that will only work with VO talent 
that has some sort of LLC setup, the reason being, of course, that if they hire 
them as sole proprietorships - this is all techy and kind of a little number 
crunchy - but they can't hire you, because they don't want to, during the audit, 
get proofed that you should have been an employee.  

 So this is a unique thing that's popped up here. And I'm an LLC, so I'm out of the 
mess. But it's very interesting that I'm seeing - especially non-union - I'm seeing 
this issue popping up and kind of warning new talent, you know, you may have 
to take that one extra step if you really want to head more interest that kind of 
work.  

 So unique thing, kind of new. So I thought it would be an interesting heads up, 
and you know, very account-y - accounting and heads-you, sorry.  

Tommy Griffiths: It's important. Part of the business as well. Very legalese as well.  

 And Mindy, departing words. Parting words.  

Mindy Williamson: As a voice artist, I talk for a living. I don't do math, so I'm - one piece of advice I 
would give is hire somebody to do your accounting, your bookkeeping and all of 
that number stuff. It helps - my accountant, my bookkeeper helps to keep me on 
track and say, okay Mindy we haven't booked as much this month, or you know, 
you're way above budget or you're way above schedule right now. And being 
able to stay on top of all of that stuff every day and every week and every 
month, helps me anyway to keep my business moving along and being 
successful.  

Tommy Griffiths: Jordan Wiberg.  

Jordan Wiberg: I would say try and stay as organized as you possibly can. Organization includes 
labelling and organizing your sessions into maybe different subcategories, this 
is my animation, this is my promo stuff, this is my commercial stuff, accounting, 
banking, emails. Just as much as you can, try and stay as organized as you 
possibly can, because it makes like so much easier, especially at tax time.  

 Yeah, I was not well-organized for a year or two and it's made such a difference 
in my life just to be very clean and neat and have everything categorized.  

Tommy Griffiths: And Kim Handysides.  

Kim Handysides: Everything that everybody else said, and then also setting aside some time. I try 
to do two hours twice a week where I will have goals for myself that are outside 
of just this part of the - you know, voice industry. So it will be like, I will dedicate 
time toward marketing, or toward learning a new software, or toward setting up 



a campaign. Definitely taking care of invoices and that sort of thing. That's a 
part of it, aside from that.  

 Just, I think it's valuable to make sure you include time to take care of the 
business-y parts of your business.  

Tommy Griffiths: And I'd like to just throw in and to wrap it, and have fun. Enjoy yourself. And 
don't immerse yourself in it 100 percent. You've got to take a break. It can't all 
be just work, work, work. Because you're going to get better the more you 
interact with other people. You can hear different voices. You can experience 
different things, and that's just going to make you a better actor overall. And 
you're not going to get burnt out as well.  

 Thank you very much, everybody, for joining us today. Debi Derryberry. 
Somehow we lost her. Sorry about that.  

 Thank you for your help and attention as well. Bryant Falk from Abacus 
Entertainment, thank you sir. We appreciate it.  

Bryant Falk: Thank you.  

Tommy Griffiths: Mindy Williamson, Jordan Wiberg, and Kim Handysides, all pros, all VO talents 
and coaches as well. You can reach out to them.  

 I'm Tommy Griffiths and I'd like to thank voices.com for inviting me to moderate 
this panel. Thank you very much. I think this stuff is really important for self-
education. For people who are getting into voice over, people who have been in 
the business for a long time. It's important to keep up, and this is just one great 
way to do it. So again, for voices.com I'm Tommy Griffiths, thank you very much, 
and we'll see you next time. 

 


